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in his hands quite preclude the production of other than a meagre and imperfect document, nowise representing the real extent of epidemic visitation during the year in question. The object in appointing medical officers throughout Prance to repoi't to the Academy of Medicine upon the epidemics which appear in their respective localities, is an admirable one; but unfortunately, like many other institutions, it looks better upon paper than it works in practice, and either owing to insufficiency in the organization, or to the ignorance and incapacity of some of the local reporters, a great number of departments are not reported upon at all, and a yet greater number only very imperfectly.
Still, an acute observer like M. Trousseau cannot peruse even such imperfect data as these without extracting something of interest. He remarks that in 1857, following several years of scarcity, the inhabitants of the rural districts were exposed to much privation, articles of food being consumed which at other times would have been rejected, and persons furnishing their contingent to epidemic visitations who, under the influence of a better regimen, are ordinarily preserved from these.
The reigning constitution was, so to term it, "abdominal diarrhoea of varying intensity having been observed in nearly every department reported on. It especially prevailed during summer and autumn, while at the commencement of winter an epidemic of influenza, spread over almost the entire country, without, however, notably augmenting the mortality, being infinitely less fatal than in former visitations.
There was this remarkable about it, that it was the only epidemic affection which put on an ambulatory character, so that while others of these of a more serious character remained stationary at their point of With the usual bias of supposed discoverers, he is not content with the admission that such elongation may sometimes exist, but maintains that it is the general rule, and that the remedy almost always should consist in partial or general amputation. At the discussion which ensued on the reading of the paper at the Academy,'"' the onesidedness of the author's views and the dangerous character of his therapeutical procedures were well exposed by M. Depaul.
